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Embark on an enchanting journey into the heart of Stickbug on Hedera, a universe where your

very possession of the Stickbug token becomes a magical key, unlocking an extraordinary

domain brimming with delightful rewards! Envision yourself, a devoted member of this vibrant

community, not just basking in the fellowship of fellow Stickbug aficionados but also reaping the

benefits of monthly dividends, directly sourced from our robust vesting account.

Stickbug emerges as a captivating and innovative force within the Hedera network, redefining

the essence of digital asset investment with an unprecedented flair. Reminiscent of the strategic

diversity found in mutual funds, Stickbug ingeniously amalgamates liquidity pools comprised of

leading cryptocurrencies poised for significant market growth. This pioneering strategy offers

investors a comprehensive playground of crypto market exposure, all while anchored securely

within the unprecedented efficiency and expansiveness of the Hedera network. As a champion

of decentralized joy and playfulness, Stickbug paves the way with its renounced contract, a

finite treasure of 10,000,000 tokens, and an inviting landscape of zero tax on transactions. The

realm is further enhanced with enticing utility NFTs and liquidity pools thoughtfully paired with

Hedera's most formidable tokens, setting the stage for a new era of trading exhilaration on

Hedera.

This bugpaper will take you through a detailed exploration of the token's distinctive features,

versatile use cases, and its promising horizon, unraveling the tapestry of Stickbug's envisioned

future.

StickBug operates on the principle of synergy, harnessing the collective strength of leading

blue-chip cryptocurrencies known for their growth potential. By weaving together a diversified

investment tapestry with vehicles like xSauce-Stickbug or Grelf-Stickbug, StickBug ingeniously

mitigates risk while amplifying potential returns for its investors. A detailed compendium of our

meticulously curated pools, complete with insightful explanations, is readily accessible at

https://stickbug.org/portfolio/.

At the heart of StickBug is a relentless drive to enhance liquidity within its ecosystem, thereby

catalyzing a thriving marketplace for both traders and investors. By the strategic management of



liquidity pools and cultivating symbiotic partnerships, StickBug aspires to streamline trading

activities and magnetize a diverse investor demographic. Looking ahead, StickBug is poised to

innovate by integrating liquidity with cross-chain tokens, all the while maintaining a robust

liquidity framework on the Hedera network.

StickBug DAO

As we journey into the second quarter of 2024, StickBug is on the verge of a transformative

evolution, transitioning into a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). This paradigm

shift heralds a new era of empowerment for our vibrant community, metamorphosing StickBug

enthusiasts into pivotal decision-makers and contributors in steering the ecosystem's course.

The StickBug DAO will serve as the nucleus of communal decision-making, perfectly embodying

our ethos of decentralization. This move underscores our commitment to cultivating a sense of

ownership and collective responsibility among our fervent community members.

In a gesture of inclusivity, StickBug will introduce exclusive Voting NFTs, which will act as the

conduits for exercising voting rights on pivotal proposals, upgrades, and initiatives within the

StickBug DAO landscape.

This initiative is meticulously designed to appreciate and galvanize our most engaged

community members by distributing Voting NFTs gratuitously to those who have consistently

shown their unwavering dedication. This strategy not only cherishes our staunchest allies but

also broadens the horizons of governance participation.

Token holders blessed with these Voting NFTs will be ennobled, gaining the privilege to actively

sculpt the future of StickBug DAO. The community will be empowered to propose, deliberate,

and cast decisive votes on a gamut of suggestions, ensuring that StickBug's trajectory is

ever-responsive to the collective will.

In this exciting chapter, StickBug confidently strides towards a future where every member’s

voice is not just heard but is instrumental in drafting the narrative of our shared journey.

StickBug Tokenomics Overview



Token Information
Token ID: 0.0.4352885

Treasury Account: 0.0.4351585

Token Symbol: stickbug

Supply Type: Finite

Max Supply: 10,000,000

Initial Supply: 10,000,000

Decimals: 4

Keys: None

Tokens in Circulation: 4,982,403.354

Circulation Details:
The circulating supply is calculated by deducting the following from the Max Supply:

Vesting: 1,049,110

Token Lock: 1,073,300.965

Token Burn: 2,715,184.931

Treasury: 180,000.75

Liquidity Pool
Initial LP: 1000 xSauce, completely burned

Burn URL: https://davincigraph.io/devs/burns/pools/saucerswap-1-0.0.1460200-0.0.4352885

Burn Address: 0.0.3158042

Vesting
Initial Amount: 1,049,110

Total Period: Over one year (1/6/24 - 1/4/25), with token release every 14 days.

Utility: Funding for NFT airdrop and marketing

Vesting URL: https://davincigraph.io/devs/vestings/tokens/0.0.4352885

Vesting Address: 0.0.4357916



Token Lock
Amount: 1,073,300.965

Utility: Funds are to be added to NFT liquidity; any excess is added to the vesting fund.

Lock URL: https://davincigraph.io/devs/locks/tokens/0.0.4352885?contractId=0.0.2997798&lockerId=0.0.4351585

Lock Address: 0.0.2997798

Token Burn
Current Amount Burned: 2,715,184.931

Schedule: To be announced (TBA)

Burn URL: https://davincigraph.io/devs/burns/tokens

The outlined tokenomics define a sophisticated mechanism behind the StickBug project,

ensuring a strategic allocation of tokens for various critical purposes including liquidity,

marketing, and controlled supply reduction. The detailed URLs provide transparency and

access to real-time actions relating to the tokens' life cycle.

The Stickbug NFT Collection stands at the forefront of the NFT revolution, offering a unique

combination of artistic creativity, uniqueness, and practical benefits, making it a standout in the

digital realm. With a limited minting of 430 NFTs, this collection is designed to enrich its holders,

providing them with monthly earnings from a variety of sources, including transaction fees and a

dedicated liquidity pool.

At its essence, each Stickbug NFT is not just a piece of digital art; it is a passport to ongoing

rewards and an active stake in the collection's flourishing ecosystem. Priced at 200 HBAR, the

collection not only promises exclusivity but also signals its commitment to delivering value to its

holders, ensuring a premium and rewarding experience. This strategic price point reflects the

anticipated value each NFT will bring to its owner over a minimum of three months, cementing

its status as a coveted digital asset.

In essence, the Stickbug NFT Collection is a vibrant tapestry of opportunity, artistry, and

investment, woven together to offer an unmatched experience in the digital assets space.

https://davincigraph.io/devs/burns/tokens


Team

Stickbug. Lead Project developer and designer—an unboxed lead developer and NFT designer

who blends groundbreaking blockchain technology with striking artistic talent. This pioneer

crafts not just digital assets but immersive experiences, pushing the boundaries of what NFTs

can be. Their work captivates and challenges, marrying code with creativity in the ever-evolving

digital landscape. Step into the world they've created, where each Stick Bug NFT is a testament

to innovation and artistic exploration. A trailblazer in both development and design, they're

shaping the future of digital art and blockchain, one Stick Bug at a time.

"Post Master" Kyle Post. Community engagement Manager & Lead Hand: The dynamic

community manager and athletic program creator for Stick Bug. Kyle's expertise in fostering

engaging communities and his passion for developing innovative athletic programs are at the

heart of Stick Bug's mission to inspire and connect. With a knack for understanding the pulse of

the community and a vision for incorporating athleticism into the digital realm, Kyle is

revolutionizing how we interact with digital spaces. His work is not just about building

connections; it's about creating experiences that motivate, challenge, and unite us. Kyle Post is

truly shaping a new era for Stick Bug enthusiasts everywhere.

poncho.hbar( FUD SLAYER): Introducing our dedicated community moderator for Stick Bug, a

linchpin in maintaining the vibrancy and positivity of our digital ecosystem. With an unwavering

commitment to fostering an inclusive and engaging environment, they expertly navigate the

dynamic world of online interactions, ensuring that every member feels valued and heard. Their

role extends beyond moderation; it's about building connections, encouraging collaboration, and

creating a space where passion for Stick Bug thrives. This moderator isn't just overseeing a

community; they're the heartbeat of it, ensuring a welcoming and enriching experience for all.

Enhanced Roadmap

Q1 2024: Establishing Foundations & Expanding Reach

Launch Events: Initiated with our Token Launch, setting the stage for expansive growth.
Strategic Listings & Audits: Critical milestones with listings on SaucerSwap, Coingecko
Terminal, alongside a comprehensive Sentinel Audit, boosting our project's credibility. -✅



Community & Engagement: Successfully launched our Discord community, verified our Twitter
community, and saw an impressive surge, breaking 40K in liquidity.✅

NFT & Governance Initiatives: Unveiled our first NFT collection and laid the groundwork for

community-led governance with the initiation of a vesting schedule. In progress

REDACTED

Strategic Partnerships & Exchanges: Forged a pivotal partnership with blue-chip developers
and secured listings on Kucoin and SaucerSwap Farm, expanding our market presence. - In

progress

Q2 2024: Amplifying Impact & Diversifying Engagement

Market Expansion: Stepping into the cross-chain with marketing initiatives tailored for impact
and listing on DEXs broadening our reach. Coming soon!

Engagement & Partnerships: Cemented relationships with major advertising platforms,
amplifying our visibility and engaging a broader audience. - Coming soon

Innovation in Governance: Launched Governance NFTs, marking a significant milestone in
community-driven decision-making and engagement. -Coming soon

Community-Led Innovation: Established the Stickbug DAO, empowering our community to
steer project development, emphasizing decentralized governance.- Coming soon

This roadmap underscores not only our accomplishments but also sets the stage for an

inclusive, innovative future driven by our community and partnerships.



Disclaimer for Stick Bug Token, Stick Bug NFTs

Please read this disclaimer carefully before engaging with Stick Bug Token, Stick Bug NFTs, and Stick Bug Athletics NFTs (collectively referred to as

"Stick Bug Assets"). Your interaction with any of the Stick Bug Assets indicates your understanding and acceptance of the terms laid out in this

disclaimer.

General Notice: Stick Bug Assets are digital assets that operate on blockchain technology. They are subject to various risks, including but not limited to

market risk, liquidity risk, regulatory risk, and technology risk. The value of Stick Bug Assets can be highly volatile and could diminish to zero. You

should only engage with Stick Bug Assets if you are knowledgeable about digital assets and blockchain technology and fully aware of the risks

involved.

No Guarantee of Value: There is no guarantee that Stick Bug Assets will retain their value, appreciate, or serve as a reliable store of value. The

performance of Stick Bug Assets in the past does not provide a reliable indicator of future performance.

Not Financial Advice: Information provided about Stick Bug Assets, whether on our official website, social media channels, or through other means, is

for educational and informational purposes only and should not be construed as financial advice. We recommend consulting with a qualified financial

advisor before making any investment decisions related to Stick Bug Assets.

Regulatory Uncertainty: The regulatory status of Stick Bug Assets and blockchain technologies is uncertain and can vary in different jurisdictions.

Changes in regulations or the interpretation of existing laws could negatively impact Stick Bug Assets, potentially including restrictions on the

ownership, transfer, or possession of Stick Bug Assets.

No Ownership Rights: Holding Stick Bug Tokens or NFTs does not grant you ownership rights, equity, or any implicit profit-sharing in the projects,

teams, or platforms associated with Stick Bug Assets. Stick Bug Tokens and NFTs are digital assets that grant you access to certain functionalities or

experiences as outlined by their respective projects.

Technological Risks: The Stick Bug platform and its Assets rely on the functionality of blockchain technology, which is subject to risks such as hacking,

software vulnerabilities, and technological failures. Participants should be aware that there is a risk of losing their entire investment due to technological

issues.

No Liability: The creators, developers, and promoters of Stick Bug Assets are not liable for any losses or damages that may arise from your purchase,

sale, or interaction with Stick Bug Assets, including but not limited to losses due to technological failure, market volatility, or regulatory changes.

By interacting with Stick Bug Assets, you acknowledge and agree that you have read, understood, and accepted all terms and conditions outlined in

this disclaimer. You also affirm that you are engaging with Stick Bug Assets at your own risk, fully aware of the potential for losses, and that you bear

the sole responsibility for your investment decisions.


